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We aim to reason about the correctness of behaviour-preserving transformations of Erlang 
programs. Behaviour preservation is characterised by semantic equivalence. Based upon our 
existing formal semantics for Core Erlang, we investigate potential definitions of suitable 
equivalence relations. In particular we adapt a number of existing approaches of expression 
equivalence to a simple functional programming language that carries the main features of 
sequential Core Erlang; we then examine the properties of the equivalence relations and 
formally establish connections between them. The results presented in this paper, including 
all theorems and their proofs, have been machine checked using the Coq proof assistant.
© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC 

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons .org /licenses /by-nc -nd /4 .0/).

1. Introduction

Most language processors and refactoring tools lack a precise formal specification of how the code is affected by the 
changes they may make. In particular, refactoring tools are expected not to change the behaviour of any program, but 
refactoring processes in most of the current tools are validated by testing only. This form of verification may or may 
not provide trust in users willing to refactor industrial-scale code. Higher assurance can be achieved by making formal 
arguments to verify behaviour preservation. This requires a rigorous formal definition of the programs being refactored, a 
precise description of the effect of refactorings on these programs, and a suitable definition of program equivalence.

1.1. Refactoring and program equivalence

A program transformation is said to be a refactoring if it preserves the observable behaviour, while improving the inter-
nal structure [1]. The verification of whether a transformation is refactoring can be based upon the concept of (semantic) 
program equivalence: the internal workings of the software may be altered, but the result has to be observationally indis-
tinguishable from the original in an arbitrary environment.

The typical refactoring process – reworking a piece of code to increase its quality – can be decomposed into multiple, 
smaller refactoring steps (known as micro-refactorings). These smaller steps may vary from eliminating unused variables to 
extracting code portions to function abstractions. Some are local to particular portions of code – such as an expression, 
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apply ’map’/2(fun(X) -> call ’+’(X,1), Xs) ≡
apply ’foldr’/3(fun(X, A) -> [call ’+’(X,1) | A], [], Xs)

Fig. 1. An equivalence formula in Core Erlang which can be seen as a simple refactoring.

a function or a module – but others make modifications across a code base, which seems to require the entire software 
project to be examined for equivalence when reasoning about the correctness of a complex refactoring.

A key observation in our previous work [2,3] is that, when expressed with a well-designed set of skeletons, the ver-
ification of both local and non-local refactoring transformations can be reduced to checking the equivalence of simple 
expressions. Thus, the work presented here aims to provide a basis for reasoning about refactorings by establishing the 
appropriate semantics and definitions of program equivalence for languages like Erlang.

Although our ultimate goal is to prove Erlang refactorings correct, as a stepping stone we focus on Erlang’s intermediate 
language (Core Erlang) and we investigate refactoring correctness and program equivalence on this lower-level language 
first. For readers unfamiliar with Erlang, we note that Core Erlang contains all the essential features of the full language, so 
that the work presented here can be extended to the full language in a routine way.

1.2. Running example

Let us show a motivating example informally, which we are going to revisit formally towards the end of the paper. 
In functional programming, it is a fairly well-known fact that the higher-order function map can be expressed in terms 
of the function foldr (also higher-order). Let us consider a special case where the function mapped over the list is the 
incrementation function. In a functional pseudo-language, we would express this as an equivalence as follows:

map (+1) xs ≡ foldr (λx.λa.[x + 1|a]) [] xs

Somewhat less readable, Fig. 1 shows the formulation of the corresponding equivalence formula in Core Erlang. As 
mentioned already, such equivalences can be seen as proof obligations of refactoring steps. In particular, rewriting the 
former expression to the latter is a correct refactoring step if the two expressions are (contextually) equivalent; in the 
rest of the paper, we will prove that this is indeed the case when using the standard definitions of map and foldr (see 
Section 3.2).

1.3. Scope and contributions

Core Erlang is the intermediate language for a number of other programming languages, including Erlang, Elixir and LFE, 
meaning that program equivalence in the core language can be used for checking equivalence in these other languages, 
assuming the existence of a trusted translation from the source language to Core Erlang.

We have already developed natural and functional big-step semantics for sequential Core Erlang [4–6] in the Coq proof 
assistant and defined simple behavioural equivalence. In this paper we distil the essential features of sequential Core Erlang 
into an extended lambda calculus, and systematically define and compare various equivalence relations on that system. In 
contrast with related work with similar goals, the novelty of our approach lies with the Erlang-like features (call-by-value 
evaluation, pattern matching, and uncurried functions) of the programming language, and full, machine-checked formalisa-
tion.

The main contributions of the paper are:

• A (frame stack style) formal semantics for an extended, untyped, strict lambda calculus with uncurried functions, which 
is essentially a subset of sequential Core Erlang.

• A formalisation of a number of termination-based equivalence concepts (namely, contextual equivalence, logical rela-
tions, and “closed instances of use” equivalence), and a proof of their coincidence for this language.

• A number of expression equivalence proofs, including the equivalence of the higher-order functions (map, foldr) as 
shown in Fig. 1.

• A characterisation of behavioural equivalence that is not solely based on termination, and which is also proved to 
coincide with the rest of the equivalence definitions.

• A machine-checked formalisation of the language, the definitions and the proofs in the Coq proof assistant.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we overview related work on program equivalence for similar 
languages and point to some influential results that we reused in our work. In Section 3 we formally define the syntax 
and semantics of the language we investigate, then in Section 4 we specify various equivalence definitions for Core Erlang, 
including simple behavioural equivalence [7]. Next in Section 5 we make these definitions more accurate using an approach 
based on logical relations [8,9], pointing out their advantages and disadvantages. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
2
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2. Related work

In the early stages of our project, we have developed an inductive big-step semantics for sequential Core Erlang [4,5]
considering exceptions and simple side effects, which has also been implemented in Coq. This semantics is based on related 
research on Erlang and Core Erlang, e.g. reversible semantics and debugging [10–12], a framework for reasoning about 
Erlang [13] and symbolic execution [14]. We have also investigated different big-step definition styles [15], and recently we 
also implemented an equivalent functional big-step semantics [16] which enabled extensive validation [6].

However, for proving refactoring correctness, we need accurate definitions of program equivalence. We have proved some 
simple expressions equivalent in our formalisation, however, the used equivalence concept is rather an ad hoc definition of 
behavioural equivalence, and it has not been suitable to reason about equivalence of function expressions. This motivates 
the investigation of (other) approaches.

The literature discusses a number of ways to describe and investigate equivalence between programs of a language after 
having its semantics formally defined. In this section, we provide a brief overview of related results.

The simplest notion of program equivalence is behavioural equivalence [7], which requires syntactical equality of the 
program evaluation results. This notion is a rather strict characterisation of the equivalence concept, but may prove sufficient 
in some simple cases. Clearly, its main advantage is the simple definition lacking any reference to expression contexts.

Another fundamental equivalence definition is the contextual (also called observational) equivalence, which characterises 
the congruence property of the equivalence relation. Two programs are contextually equivalent if they are indistinguishable 
in arbitrary expression contexts observing their behaviour. In most cases, the observed behaviour is simply the termination 
property of the programs (in all syntactical contexts): mutual termination is sufficient to ensure the result values to be 
equivalent by a suitable value equivalence relation; Pitts provides a draft proof of this in [17], and we give a formal proof 
in Section 5.6 with our formalisation. The idea behind the proof is that supposing that two programs show the same 
termination behaviour in every syntactical context, and they are evaluated to non-equivalent results, then we can show a 
context, in which one of the programs terminate while the other does not, contradicting our assumptions. In general, while 
it is straightforward to disprove programs equivalent with this notion by giving such a counterexample context, establishing 
contextual equivalence requires induction on all expression contexts. To avoid this burdensome induction, related work 
proposes alternative definitions of the relation, such as bisimulations, CIU (“closed instances of uses”) equivalence and 
logical relations.

Bisimulations (or applicative bisimulations [18]) are binary relations between expressions based on their reduction being 
in the same relation. Bisimulation approaches [17,19] are naturally proved to be sound for contextual equivalence, ensuring 
that bisimilar programs are equivalent (using Howe’s method for proving congruence [20]); therefore, bisimulations can be 
used to prove expressions equivalent. However, completeness does not necessarily hold as bisimulations sometimes provide 
a finer approach (defining a stricter equivalence), distinguishing some terms that are contextually equivalent [21].

The other widespread approach to establishing contextual equivalence is using alternative equivalences (CIU equivalence, 
logical relations) and proving that these relations coincide with contextual equivalence. The idea of the CIU equivalence 
originates from Mason and Talcott [22], but since then other authors investigated and used this characterisation with success 
for imperative languages [23], for variants of lambda calculus [9,24,25], lambda calculus with recursive types [26,27], and 
with quantified types [26]. Some authors also included effects in this characterisation [22,28]. Most of these results used 
the same idea: they defined a form of continuation-style semantics (such as reduction semantics, frame stack semantics) or 
termination relation, then defined CIU and contextual equivalence and proved that they coincide. The novelty of the various 
results lie in the choice of the type system and the language constructs under investigation.

Other authors [8,9,25,26,29] also defined logical relations and proved that they also coincide with the previous 
equivalences. In case of the logical relations, there was two main approaches: type-indexed [8] or step- (and type)-
indexed [9,25,26,29].

There are further approaches to prove program equivalence, for example using algorithms; however, for these to work 
we need either an operational semantics based on term rewriting [30], or reasoning in some dedicated logics like matching 
logic [31].

In the remainder of this paper, we investigate step-indexed logical relations, CIU equivalence, and contextual equivalence 
for a simple untyped functional language based on the previous results of the above-mentioned authors. We remind the 
reader that our definitions and theorems are fully formalised in the Coq proof assistant [32] (similarly to the formalisation 
by Wand et al. in Coq [9], or the formalisation by McLaughlin et al. in Agda [24]).

3. An untyped, strict, uncurried functional language with recursion and pattern matching

In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of a functional language that is a subset of Core Erlang. In later 
sections we define equivalence relations over expressions of this language.

3.1. Syntax

We start with the formal definition of the syntax. We use i to range over integers, x over program identifiers, k, n to 
denote natural numbers, and a, f are used for atoms. Although not complete, the language we present here is a repre-
sentative subset of Core Erlang. It is future work to formalise the omitted language constructs too (such as tuples, pattern 
3
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matching with more than two branches, value lists, value sequences), but the equivalence concepts presented in this paper 
are expected to be extensible to these expressions in an analogous way.

Definition 3.1 (Syntax of the language).

p ∈ Pattern ::= i | a | x | [p1|p2] | []
e, v ∈ Exp ::= i | a | x | f /k | fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e | [e1|e2] | []

| [e1|e2]
v | apply e(e1, . . . , ek) | case e1 of p then e2 else e3

| rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → e0 in e | let x = e1 in e2

| call e(e1, . . . , ek)

The language we investigate has integers (denoted by numbers), atoms (enclosed in single quotation marks), lists and 
variables as patterns. The expressions include atoms, integers, variables, function identifiers, lists, uncurried function ab-
straction and application, pattern matching with case, let-binding, explicitly recursive function abstraction with rec, and 
built-in function (BIF) call with call. We note that having uncurried function abstraction and application poses a number 
of challenges in the formalisation, e.g. mutual induction between lists and expressions in proofs, expressing the evaluation 
order of parameters in the semantics.

Let binding Binding expressions are let and rec. With let x = e1 in e2, the variable x (which can be used in e2) is 
bound to the expression e1, while in rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → e0 in e the function identifier f /k (which can be used 
both in e0 and e) is bound to a (potentially recursive) function expression.

Names Both variable and function identifiers are called names. For simplicity, in the machine-checked formalisation [32]
we use a nameless variable representation, that is, names are de Bruijn indices [33]. This way, in the body of a binder, the 
outermost indices denote the bound variables, i.e. for functions, the 0th index points to the identifier of the function, while 
the next k indices denote the formal parameters. One could write non-recursive functions by simply omitting the use of the 
0th index. For readability, in the paper we present our results with explicit names for readability; however, we implicitly 
regard alpha equivalent expressions, patterns and values as equal.

Pattern matching Note that unlike the majority of the cited related work, we included pattern matching, which allows us 
to observe the differences between values and implement conditionals in the object theory. In the case expression, if 
e1 matches p, then e2 will be evaluated, if not, then e3 will be evaluated. Without pattern matching (or similar language 
features that allow for inspecting and comparing the contents of values) we cannot prove that contextual equivalence (which 
coincides with CIU equivalence) and behavioural equivalence coincide (Theorem 5.18). We use the following three auxiliary 
functions for pattern matching (we omit the formal definitions):

• vars(p) is the list of variables used in p;
• is_match(p, v) decides whether the value v matches the pattern p;
• match(p, v) yields the substitution (Section 3.3) that matches p with v .

Built-in function (BIF) calls The BIF call expressions are used to express function calls between modules in (Core) Erlang 
(e.g. calling to standard library functions). Since we do not include the formalisation of the module system, we simulate 
the behaviour of these functions by interpreting them directly. In our formalisation, we chose the addition of integers as a 
representative example, but other operations can be implemented analogously.1

Expressions and values On the level of the syntax, we do not differentiate between values and expressions. Their separation 
is expressed by the scoping judgement (Section 3.4). There is one exception; we distinguished two constructs for lists 
(namely [e1|e2] and [e1|e2]v ), one for expression lists and one for value lists. This distinction is necessary to preserve the 
determinism of the semantics, and implement the reduction rules for lists more accurately without negative preconditions 
(we refer to Section 3.5.1 for more details). For long lists we use the notation of [e1,e2, . . .,ek] ([v1,v2, . . .,vk]

v

respectively for lists of values) with the meaning of [e1|[e2| . . .[ek|[]] . . .]].
It is also to be highlighted that, especially in contrast to the work of Wand et al. [9], our language does not require parts 

of compound expressions to be in normal form (i.e. reduced to value by explicit sequencing with let expressions). This 
poses some challenges in the formalisation, namely subexpressions of all expressions need to be evaluated by the semantics 
explicitly. However, this also keeps the consistency between the formalised language syntax and the syntax of Core Erlang.

1 Furthermore, we use the BIF construct to express the meaning of concurrent features, but those are not in the scope of this paper.
4
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rec ’map’/2 = fun(F, L) ->
case L of [H | T]
then [apply F(H) | apply ’map’/2(F, T)]
else []

in apply ’map’/2(e f , el)

(a) A mapping function and its application

rec ’foldr’/3 = fun(F, D, L) ->
case L of [H | T]
then apply F(H, apply ’foldr’/3(F, D, T))
else D

in apply ’foldr’(e f , ed, el)

(b) A folding function and its application

Fig. 2. Example expressions.

3.2. Running examples

Next, we show two Core Erlang expressions as running examples for the next sections. Both (Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b) examples 
are higher-order functions with their application. To present these examples in a general way, we use the meta-variables 
e f , el, ed (which can be replaced by a function expression, a list expression, and any expression, respectively) to denote 
the inputs of the functions in rec. The function ’map’/2 transforms the elements of the list el based on the parameter 
function e f . On the other hand, ’foldr’/3 aggregates the list el , based on e f . In Section 5, we show the conditions for 
the equivalence of the expressions in Figs. 2a and 2b.

3.3. Substitution

Before giving semantics to expressions, we develop some metatheory. In particular, we define capture-avoiding, parallel 
substitutions as functions mapping names to expressions as usual. We refer to substitutions with σ and define the following 
notations (the formal definitions are present in the formalization [32]):

• We use id to denote the identity substitution.
• σ(x) is the expression associated with the name x in the substitution σ .
• We use σ {x1 �→ e1, . . . , xk �→ ek} to denote an updated substitution that maps the names x1, x2, . . . , xk to the given 

expressions e1, e2, . . . , ek . Every other name x is mapped to σ(x).
• σ \ {x1, . . . , xk} stands for a restricted substitution of σ , which is obtained by the removal of the bindings for 

x1, x2, . . . , xk from the substitution σ .
• The application of the substitution σ to the expression e is denoted by e[σ ]. This operation replaces all the free variables 

and function identifiers of e with expressions they are associated with in σ .
• e[x1 �→ e1, . . . , xk �→ ek] abbreviates e[id{x1 �→ e1, . . . , xk �→ ek}].

Partial substitutions The Coq proof assistant requires functions to be total; thus, in the implementation, the substitutions 
were implemented as total functions on the set of names. With this approach, names that should be not affected by the 
substitution are mapped to themselves. This approach comes with a number of lemmas and theorems to argue about 
substitution updates, but it is still more favourable in a proof assistant than using other formalisations of (sub)sets for the 
domain of the substitutions, which would potentially require proof carrying in parameters and loss of computability of the 
substitution.

3.4. Variable scoping judgement

Note that the small language we work with is untyped, we cannot define a typing judgement and index equivalence 
relations with types; instead, we define a variable scoping judgement, following the techniques of Wand et al. [9]. The 
scoping judgement is used to express the set of free variables used by an expression. We separate the values of the language 
from the expressions with this definition. It also allows us to define our equivalence concepts in a scope-indexed way, where 
expressions can only be equivalent if they have the same scope.

Definition 3.2 (Name scoping of values and expressions). We mutually define two scoping judgements in Fig. 3, one for values 
and one for expressions: � �val v holds if all free variables of v are in �, and � �exp e holds if all free variables of e are in 
�. We say that v is a closed value if ∅ �val v; similarly, e is a closed expression if ∅ �exp e. An expression v is a value, if it 
satisfies � �val v for some �. We call � the scope of the expression (or value) in the judgement.

With the scoping judgement, we can derive that the expressions in Fig. 2a and 2b are closed, supposing that the e f , el
and ed are closed.

The scoping judgement can be generalised to substitutions. This relation characterises that the substitution σ maps the 
names in � to values that are scoped in �.

Definition 3.3 (Substitution scoping). A substitution maps the names in � to � (denoted � �sub σ ��) if ∀x ∈ � : � �val σ(x).
5
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� �val l
x ∈ �

� �val x

f /k ∈ �

� �val f /k

� ∪ { f /k, x1, . . . , xk} �exp e

� �val fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e

� �val v1 � �val v2

� �val [v1|v2]v � �val []

� �val e

� �exp e

� �exp e1 � �exp e2

� �exp [e1|e2]

� �exp e � �exp e1 · · · � �exp ek

� �exp apply e(e1, . . . , ek)

� �exp e1 � ∪ {x} �exp e2

� �exp let x = e1 in e2

� ∪ { f /k, x1, . . . , xk} �exp e0 � ∪ { f /k} �exp e

� �exp rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → e0 in e

� �exp e � �exp e1 · · · � �exp ek

� �exp call e(e1, . . . , ek)

� �exp e1 � ∪ vars(p) �exp e2 � �exp e3

� �exp case e1 of p then e2 else e3

Fig. 3. Scoping rules.

〈K ,let x = e1 in e2〉 −→ 〈let x = � in e2 :: K , e1〉 (SLet)

〈K ,[e1|e2]〉 −→ 〈[e1|�] :: K , e2〉 (SCons1)

〈K ,apply e(e1, . . . , ek)〉 −→ 〈apply�(e1, . . . , ek) :: K , e〉 (SApp)

〈K ,call e(e1, . . . , ek)〉 −→ 〈call�(e1, . . . , ek) :: K , e〉 (SCall)

〈K ,rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xn) → e0 in e〉 −→ 〈K , e[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xn) → e0]〉 (SRec)

〈K ,case e1 of p then e2 else e3〉 −→ 〈case� of p then e2 else e3 :: K , e1〉 (SCase)

Fig. 4. Frame stack semantics rules (group 1).

We refer to Appendix A for more details about scoping and related theorems.

3.5. Frame stack semantics

In our previous work, we defined natural and functional big-step-style semantics for a larger subset of sequential Core 
Erlang [4,5,34]. However, it proved to be not fine-grained enough for accurate definitions of program equivalence (described 
in Section 5). On the other hand, the frame stack style is a more fine-grained small-step definition,2 which also handles 
continuations (frame stacks) that behave similarly to syntactical expression contexts during the evaluation, which property 
is quite advantageous when proving correspondence between the equivalence definitions.

First, we describe the syntax of frame stacks and frames, which resemble syntactical contexts. For the stacks, we use lists 
and use the following notations: ε denotes the empty stack, and F :: K prepends the frame F to K .

Definition 3.4 (Syntax of frames, frame stacks).

F ∈ Frame ::= let x = � in e2 | case � of e2 then e3 else

| call �(e1, . . . , ek) | call v(�, . . . , ek) | · · · | call v(v1, . . . ,�)

| apply �(e1, . . . , ek) | apply v(�, . . . , ek) | · · · | apply v(v1, . . . ,�)

| [e1|�] | [�|v2]

K ∈ FrameStack ::= ε | F :: K

Definition 3.5 (Frame stack semantics). We define the semantics of the language as an inductive relation that reduces con-
figurations 〈K , e〉 consisting of a frame stack K and a reducible expression e. The frame stack K can also be seen as the 
continuation of the computation, after the expression e has been evaluated.

Furthermore, we define 〈K , e〉 −→n 〈K ′, e′〉 as the step-indexed reflexive transitive closure of the reduction relation, and 
〈K , e〉 −→∗ v as the any-step evaluation, formally, ∃n : 〈K , e〉 −→n 〈ε, v〉.

The rules of the semantics can be categorised into three groups:

1. Rules that extract the first redex from an expression (Fig. 4), by putting this redex into the second cell of the configu-
ration (this will be the next reducible expression), and the remaining parts of the expression on top of the frame stack. 
For example, SApp deconstructs an apply expression by promoting its first subexpression for reduction.

2. Rules that modify the frame on the top of the stack (Fig. 5). These rules put the reduced value into the top frame, and 
start the evaluation of the next redex which is extracted from the frame. For example, SAppNext starts the evaluation of 
the (i + 1)st parameter of an apply expression, by putting back the value of the ith parameter back to the top frame, 
and extracting the (i + 1)st expression to start its evaluation.

2 The frame stack style definition is also suitable to express the semantics of concurrent language features, opposed to the big-step definitions [35].
6
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〈[e1|�] :: K , v2〉 −→ 〈[�|v2] :: K , e1〉 (SCons2)

〈apply�(e1, . . . , ek) :: K , v〉 −→ 〈apply v(�, . . . , ek) :: K , e1〉 (SAppParam)

〈call�(e1, . . . , ek) :: K , v〉 −→ 〈call v(�, . . . , ek) :: K , e1〉 (SCallParam)

〈apply v(v1, . . . , vi−1,�, ei+1, . . . , ek) :: K , vi〉 −→ 〈apply v(v1, . . . , vi−1, vi ,�, ei+2, . . . , ek) :: K , ei+1〉 (if i < k) (SAppNext)

〈call v(v1, . . . , vi−1,�, ei+1, . . . , ek) :: K , vi〉 −→ 〈call v(v1, . . . , vi−1, vi ,�, ei+2, . . . , ek) :: K , ei+1〉 (if i < k) (SCallNext)

Fig. 5. Frame stack semantics rules (group 2).

〈apply�() :: K ,fun f /0() → e〉 −→ 〈K , e[ f /0 �→ fun f /0() → e]〉 (PApp0)

〈apply (fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e)(v1, . . . ,�) :: K , vk〉 −→ 〈K , e[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e, x1 �→ v1, . . . , xk �→ vk]〉 (PApp)

〈call ’+’(i1,�) :: K , i2〉 −→ 〈K , i1 + i2〉 (PPlus)

〈let x = � in e2 :: K , v〉 −→ 〈K , e2[x �→ v]〉 (PLet)

〈[�|v2] :: K , v1〉 −→ 〈K ,[v1|v2]
v 〉 (CCons)

〈case� of p then e2 else e3 :: K , v〉 −→ 〈K , e2[match(p, v)]〉 (if is_match(p, v)) (PCaseTrue)

〈case� of p then e2 else e3 :: K , v〉 −→ 〈K , e3〉 (if ¬is_match(p, v)) (PCaseFalse)

Fig. 6. Frame stack semantics rules (group 3).

3. Rules that remove the top frame (Fig. 6). The effect of these rules is different for each language element, thus we will 
give a brief description of them.
• PApp0 and PApp describe the final evaluation step for function application. If the top frame contains an apply 

expression, and a function value is either in the second configuration cell (if there are no parameters), or it is inside 
the top frame. In the second case, k − 1 values are also contained in the frame as the actual parameters, while the 
last parameter is the value currently in the second configuration cell. The next reducible expression is the body of 
the function value, in which the formal parameters are substituted with the actual ones, and the function name is 
substituted with its definition (to express recursion).

• PPlus describes how the BIF for addition works. It requires the top frame to contain a call expression with ’+’ 
as the BIF name, and the integer value i1 as the first parameter, while the evaluated value i2 is the second integer 
parameter. These will be added by integer addition resulting in an integer which will be in the second cell of the 
result configuration.

• PLet describes when the first subexpression of a let expression has been evaluated to a value. The second subex-
pression, where x is substituted with the computed value, is the next evaluable expression.

• CCons describes the last evaluation step for lists. If there is a list frame on the top of the stack with a value in its tail, 
and the head is also evaluated to a value, the result value list is constructed by putting the head into this list frame.

• PCaseTrue and PCaseFalse describe the final step for the evaluation of case expressions. If the given pattern matches 
the computed value, then e2 is the next evaluable expression, otherwise it is e3.

Next, we show that the semantics is deterministic. Checking this property acts as a validation step since the reference 
implementation of sequential Core Erlang is also deterministic. Furthermore, we use this property in later proofs, e.g. in 
Theorem 5.5.

Theorem 3.1 (Determinism). For all expressions e, e1, e2 , frame stacks K , K1 , K2 , if 〈K , e〉 −→ 〈K1, e1〉 and 〈K , e〉 −→ 〈K2, e2〉, then 
K1 = K2 and e1 = e2 .

Another natural property of the semantics we proved is that the reflexive, transitive closure is indeed transitive and 
step-indexes add up.

Theorem 3.2 (Transitivity). For all expressions e1, e2, e3 , frame stacks K1, K2 , K3 , and step counters n1, n2 , if 〈K1, e1〉 −→n1 〈K2, e2〉
and 〈K2, e2〉 −→n2 〈K3, e3〉, then 〈K1, e1〉 −→n1+n2 〈K3, e3〉.

Another advantage of the frame stack semantics is that if there is a reduction sequence between configurations, adding 
more frames to the bottom of the stacks in both configurations will not affect this evaluation sequence. This property will 
be important when establishing connection between observational equivalence and other expression equivalence relations. 
We use K ++ K ′ to denote the concatenation of K and K ′ . (We expect this property to hold even if exceptions are included 
in the language semantics.)
7
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Theorem 3.3 (Extend frame stack). For all frame stacks K1, K2, K ′ , expressions e1, e2 , and step counters n, if 〈K1, e1〉 −→n 〈K2, e2〉, 
then 〈K1 ++ K ′, e1〉 −→n 〈K2 ++ K ′, e2〉.

To prove more theorems about the semantics in Section 5.1.1, we first define the termination of configuration inductively 
in Section 5.1.

3.5.1. Discussion
Evaluation order We have classified the semantics rules in 3 groups. We highlight that the evaluation of expressions always 
includes the use of exactly one rule from category 1 and 3 above (with the exception of rec). Category 1 and 2 are the 
structural rules of the semantics, they extract the next redex either from a complex expression or from the top frame of the 
stack, therefore these are the rules that define the evaluation order of expressions. In the formalisation, we implemented 
a leftmost-innermost evaluation strategy, which follows the behaviour of the reference implementation [36], although, the 
language specification [37] does not define the evaluation order. Note that the evaluation of lists (defined by rules SCons1, 
SCons2 and CCons) is right-to-left, which also reflects the behaviour of the reference implementation.

Values and expressions An obvious question about the syntax and semantics is why we need two separate list constructors. 
The simple answer is that we need a syntactic way of differentiating list values from list expressions, and it is related to the 
semantics rules. In fact, if we only had [e1|e2], then after having finished evaluating e1 and e2 (to v1 and v2), we could 
build back the list with CCons. However, the result would be [v1|v2] without the distinction of value lists, thus SCons1
could be applied again, and also another rule which would put the result list into the top frame of the stack continuing the 
evaluation. This anomaly causes nondeterminism and divergence. We could avoid this by using negative preconditions in 
the rules (i.e. SCons1 would use ¬(∅ �val [e1|e2])), but this would decrease the usability of the semantics. Moreover, lists 
of expressions that only contain values would never be evaluated step-by-step.

In the work of Wand et al. [9] with the use of explicit sequencing in let expressions, most of the rules from category 1 
and 2 could be omitted, but this simplification poses restrictions on the syntax, as mentioned before.

Contrast to previous work Compared to our and others big-step formalisations [4,5,36], this frame stack semantics is more 
fine-grained, and simpler to use, because the reduction rules do have far less premises as the rules of big-step definitions, 
thus the use of the frame stack semantics is simpler than the use of the big-step definition for proofs. However, with 
the frame stack approach, we have to reason about the reflexive transitive closure which is not needed for the big-step 
semantics. Another advantage of frame stack approach, is that we can also define the concurrent semantics of Core Erlang 
(which is ongoing work of ours), while the big-step version is not suitable for this work [35].

As mentioned before, our semantics described in this paper covers a subset of sequential Core Erlang. Other authors 
chose slightly different subsets for their formalisation [14,38], because their formalisation focuses more on the concurrent 
semantics. From the current formalisations, Fredlund’s formalisation of Erlang [13] is the most extensive, and uses a small-
step definition. Compared to other small-step semantics, the rules in the frame stack approach do not have any premises 
about reductions, which means that no induction is necessary on the one-step evaluation, just case distinction.

3.5.2. Example evaluation
To demonstrate how this semantics is used for evaluation, we describe the evaluation of the expression in Fig. 2b with 

the following parameters: e f = fun(X,A) -> [ call ’+’(X, 1) | A ] (this function will add 1 to each element of 
the parameter list), ed = [], el = [1,2]. We use f foldr to denote the function value from the rec expression in Fig. 2b. For 
readability, we use −→∗ to denote any-step reduction between two configurations here.

In the first steps, we evaluate the rec expression, which substitutes the ’foldr’/3 identifiers. Then we start evaluat-
ing the subexpressions of the application. The function expression and [] evaluate to themselves, while the list of [1,2]
needs to be deconstructed, and reconstructed as a list of values.

〈ε,rec ’foldr’/3 = ... in apply ’foldr’/3(e f ,[],[1,2])〉 −→
〈ε,apply ffoldr(e f ,[],[1,2])〉 −→∗

〈apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,[1,2]〉 −→
〈[1|�] :: apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,[2]〉 −→
〈[2|�] :: [1|�] :: apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,[]〉 −→
〈[�|[]] :: [1|�] :: apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,2〉 −→
〈[1|�] :: apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,[2]v〉 −→
〈[�|[2]v] :: apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,1〉 −→
〈apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,[1,2]v〉
8
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Next, we evaluate the application of the function value f foldr by substituting in its body (see in Fig. 2b, L is substituted with 
[1,2]v , and D to []). The pattern matching succeeds, and the application apply F(H, apply ’foldr’/3(e f , D, 
T) (denoted by body) is evaluated. First, the parameters of this application are evaluated, which means the recursive calls 
in this case.

〈apply ffoldr(e f ,[],�) :: ε,[1,2]v〉 −→
〈ε,case [1,2]v of [H | T] then body else []〉 −→
〈ε,apply e f (1,apply ffoldr(e f ,[],[2]v)〉 −→∗

〈apply e f (1,�) :: ε,case [2]v of [H | T] then body else []〉 −→∗

〈apply e f (2,�) :: apply e f (1,�) :: ε,case [] of [H | T] then body else []〉 −→∗

〈apply e f (2,�) :: apply e f (1,�) :: ε, []〉
After the end of the recursion is reached, the application of the parameter function (in this case, the successor function) 
starts, which builds back the list.

〈apply e f (2,�) :: apply e f (1,�) :: ε, []〉 −→∗

〈apply e f (1,�) :: ε,[ call ’+’(2, 1) | [] ]〉 −→∗

〈apply e f (1,�) :: ε,[3]v〉 −→∗

〈ε,[ call ’+’(1, 1) | [3]v]〉 −→∗

〈ε,[2, 3]v〉
Now we proceed to prove a more general property about the evaluation of the expression in Fig. 2b: its correspondence 

with the map function. First, let us introduce some preliminaries:

• An object-level list of values v is proper, if it is built up in the following way: v = [v1|[v2| . . .[vk|[]]
v . . .]v]v .

• A proper object-level list of values v can be expressed as a meta-level list of values, we will denote it with v .
• Similarly, any meta-level list [v1, . . . , vn] of values can be expressed as a proper, object-level list, which we denote by 

[v1, . . . , vn].
• An object-level function value v f computes the meta-level function f , if for all closed values v : 〈ε, apply v f (v)〉 −→∗

f (v).

Lemma 3.4 (Evaluation of ’foldr’). For all closed values vl representing a proper list, closed function values v f that compute a 
function f , if v g = fun(X, A) -> [apply v f (X) | A] we can prove that

〈ε,rec ’foldr’/3 = ... in apply ’foldr’/3(v g,[], vl)〉 −→∗ map( f , vl)

where map denotes the metatheoretical list transforming function, which applies f to every element of its parameter list.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of vl . If vl was empty, the result will also be empty.
In the inductive case, there is a first element of the parameter list: vl = v :: v ′

l = [v, v1, . . . , vk]. From the induction 
hypothesis, we can derive

〈ε,apply ffoldr(v1, . . . , vk)〉 −→∗ map f [v1, . . . , vk]
(where f foldr denotes the function value from the rec expression).

Next, we take some steps with the semantics in the conclusion to reach the configuration

〈apply v g(v,�) :: ε,apply ffoldr(v1, . . . , vk)〉
where we can apply the induction hypothesis with the help of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.2. This results in the goal of

〈apply v g(v,�) :: ε,map f [v1, . . . , vk]〉 −→∗ map f [v, v1, . . . , vk]〉
which can be reached by taking a number of steps with the semantics. �
4. Naive definitions of program equivalence

In this section we briefly overview naive and too strict definitions of expression equivalence. The following relations are 
simply induced by the evaluation relation, and are insufficient in the case of this higher-order functional language.
9
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4.1. Behavioural equivalence

Naive program equivalence (simple behavioural equivalence by the textbook [7] definition) says two expressions to be 
(behaviourally) equivalent if and only if they evaluate to the same result, or they both diverge. Note that the equivalence 
relation is typically defined by the symmetrisation of a preorder relation.

Definition 4.1 (Naive behavioural equivalence).

e1 ≤b e2
def= ∀v : 〈ε, e1〉 −→∗ v =⇒ 〈ε, e2〉 −→∗ v

e1 ≡b e2
def= e1 ≤b e2 ∧ e2 ≤b e1

In the formalisation, we prove the ≡b relation to be an equivalence, that is, show that it is reflexive, symmetric, and 
transitive. We also show that it is indeed a behavioural equivalence over our expressions, characterised by congruence [7]
property. Congruence helps prove compound expressions equivalent, but it took significant effort to formalise and prove in 
Coq [34].

Equivalence of function expressions The definition of behavioural equivalence checks for equality of result values. In case of 
integer, atom, or list expressions, it relates expressions understood equivalent indeed. However, for function expressions, 
checking strict equality is likely not to meet our expectations:

fun f/1(X) → call ’+’(X,2) = fun f/1(X) → call ’+’(call ’+’(X,1),1)

Obviously, we would expect functions with equivalent bodies to be equivalent, but as exemplified by the above snippets, 
the naive approach only relates function closures whose body expressions are structurally equal. With this naive definition, 
we can only prove identical function expressions equivalent.

4.2. Naive contextual equivalence

In case of function expressions, the equivalence relation should depend on whether the body expressions behave the 
same way in the same expression contexts, i.e. they are contextually equivalent. In other words, contexts are supposed to 
reveal any observable differences between the expressions.

We proceed by defining expression contexts, which are basically expressions with one of their subexpressions replaced 
by a hole. The hole can be substituted with any expression (e.g. apply f (1, �, 3)[2] = apply f (1, 2, 3)) to obtain valid 
expressions. We define expression contexts as follows:

Definition 4.2 (Expression context).

C ∈ Context ::= � | fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → C

| apply C(e1, . . . , ek) | apply e(C, . . . , ek) | . . . | apply e(e1, . . . , C)

| call C(e1, . . . , ek) | call e(C, . . . , ek) | . . . | call e(e1, . . . , C)

| rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → C in e | let x = C in e2

| rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → e0 in C | let x = e1 in C

| [C|e2] | [e1|C] | case C of p then e2 else e3

| case e1 of p then C else e3 | case e1 of p then e2 else C

We define the substitution of the � with an expression in the usual way (e.g. see [8]), and we will denote it by C[e]. 
Next, we define the contextual equivalence using contextual preorders.

Definition 4.3 (Naive contextual equivalence).

e1 ≤ctx e2
def= ∀C, v : 〈ε, C[e1]〉 −→∗ v =⇒ 〈ε, C[e2]〉 −→∗ v

e1 ≡ctx e2
def= e1 ≤ctx e2 ∧ e2 ≤ctx e1

Let us point out that this definition of naive contextual equivalence cannot overcome the issue with function expressions: 
if we consider syntactical contexts too, the value (i.e. the function closure) is checked for equality in the empty context. 
Actually, it escalates the problem even further: the latter relation coincides with syntactical equality since it requires the 
10
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〈ε, v〉 ⇓0

〈[e1|�] :: K , e2〉 ⇓n

〈K ,[e1|e2]〉 ⇓1+n

〈[�|v2] :: K , e1〉 ⇓n

〈[e1|�] :: K , v2〉 ⇓1+n

〈K ,[v1|v2]v 〉 ⇓n

〈[�|v2] :: K , v1〉 ⇓1+n

〈case � of p then e2 else e3 :: K , e〉 ⇓n

〈K ,case e of p then e2 else e3〉 ⇓1+n

〈K , e2[match(p, v)]〉 ⇓n is_match(p, v)

〈case � of p then e2 else e3 :: K , v〉 ⇓1+n

〈K , e3〉 ⇓n ¬is_match(p, v)

〈case � of p then e2 else e3 :: K , v〉 ⇓1+n

〈let x = � in e2 :: K , e〉 ⇓n

〈K ,let x = e in e2〉 ⇓1+n

〈K , e2[x �→ v]〉 ⇓n

〈let x = � in e2 :: K , v〉 ⇓1+n

〈K , e[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e0]〉 ⇓n

〈K ,rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → e0 in e〉 ⇓1+n

〈apply �(e1, . . . , ek) :: K , e〉 ⇓n

〈K ,apply e(e1, . . . , ek))〉 ⇓1+n

〈apply v(�, . . . , ek)) :: K , e1〉 ⇓n

〈apply �(e1, . . . , ek)) :: K , v〉 ⇓1+n

〈apply v(v1, . . . , vi ,�, ei+2, . . . , ek) :: K , ei+1〉 ⇓n

〈apply v(v1, . . . , vi−1,�, ei+1, . . . ek) :: K , vi〉 ⇓1+n

〈call �(e1, . . . , ek) :: K , e〉 ⇓n

〈K ,call e(e1, . . . , ek))〉 ⇓1+n

〈call v(�, . . . , ek)) :: K , e1〉 ⇓n

〈call �(e1, . . . , ek)) :: K , v〉 ⇓1+n

〈call v(v1, . . . , vi ,�, ei+2, . . . , ek) :: K , ei+1〉 ⇓n

〈call v(v1, . . . , vi−1,�, ei+1, . . . ek) :: K , vi〉 ⇓1+n

〈K ,b[ f /0 �→ fun f /0() → e0]〉 ⇓n

〈apply �() :: K ,fun f /0() → e0〉 ⇓1+n

〈K , i1 + i2〉 ⇓n

〈call ’+’(i1,�) :: K , i2〉 ⇓1+n

〈K ,b[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e0, x1 �→ v1, . . . , xk �→ vk]〉 ⇓n

〈apply (fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e0)(v1, . . . ,�) :: K , vk〉 ⇓1+n

Fig. 7. Step-indexed, frame stack-style termination relation.

expressions to yield equal values, even in function abstraction contexts. Clearly, a special notion of value equality is needed 
to treat function expressions properly.

In addition, while it is straightforward to prove that two expressions are not contextually equivalent (even with a less 
strict notion of contextual equivalence, see Section 5.5), the proof of equivalence in general is understood to be significantly 
more complex as it requires induction over contexts. In order to overcome these issues, we seek differently formulated 
equivalence relations, which coincide with our intuition and at the same time they ease proving two expressions equivalent.

5. More accurate definitions of program equivalence

To reason about the correctness of refactorings, an appropriate and accurate program equivalence definition is needed 
for the object language. In this section, we refine the contextual equivalence relation introduced in the previous section, 
and we present a number of alternative, equal definitions, such as step-indexed logical relations [8,9,39] and CIU (“closed 
instances of uses”) relations.

5.1. Frame stack termination relation

As briefly mentioned in Section 2, it is an important result discussed in related work that two expressions can be 
shown contextually equivalent by proving that they both terminate or both diverge in arbitrary contexts. In other words, it 
suffices to prove this termination property even when arguing about expression equivalences appearing in the verification 
of refactoring.

Definition 5.1 (Termination relation). We formalise termination as an inductive, step-indexed relation, denoted by 〈K , e〉 ⇓n) 
in Fig. 7. We also introduce the notation 〈K , e〉 ⇓ for any-step termination: ∃n : 〈K , e〉 ⇓n .

Remark The derivation rules of termination can be obtained by transforming the reduction rules of the semantics in Defi-
nition 3.5 in the following way. Suppose that there is a reduction rule 〈K , e〉 −→ 〈K ′, e′〉. To prove that the configuration on 
the left-hand side terminates in some steps (〈K , e〉 ⇓n+1), it suffices to prove that the configuration on the right-hand side 
terminates in one less step (〈K ′, e′〉 ⇓n).

5.1.1. Properties of termination and the frame stack semantics
With the termination relation defined, we prove the following correspondence as the validation of the definition of 

termination.

Theorem 5.1 (Step-indexed terminations coincide). For all frame stacks K , expressions e and step-counters n, 〈K , e〉 ⇓n if and only if 
there is a closed value v that satisfies 〈K , e〉 −→n 〈ε, v〉.

Proof. This lemma can be proven by induction on the step-index. The subgoal can be solved by basically applying the 
induction hypotheses for the subexpressions. For more details, we refer to the Coq implementation [32]. �

For the following theorems, we extend the scoping to frames and frame stacks. We reuse the notation F [e] to substitute 
the � in frame F with e.
11
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Definition 5.2 (Closed frame stacks). A frame stack K is said to be closed if and only if all of its frames are closed. A frame F
is closed, if for all closed expressions e, the expression F [e] is closed.

The concept of closed frame stacks is needed if we investigate evaluation which removes frames of the stack. In general, 
when an expression is evaluated, all of its free variables are substituted before it is pushed to the stack [17], thus evaluations 
that involve removing elements from the stack assume that all free variables have been substituted (i.e. the stack is closed).

We have investigated several properties of the semantics relevant to the termination relation too; here we highlight 
some of these, the rest can be found in the Coq formalisation [32]. The following two theorems state that frames from the 
stack can be transformed back to expressions by substituting the � with the current expression under evaluation.

Theorem 5.2 (Remove frame). For all closed frames F , closed expressions e, and all frame stacks K , if 〈F :: K , e〉 ⇓ then 〈K , F [e]〉 ⇓.

Proof. From 〈F :: K , e〉 ⇓ we assume that this termination takes k steps. We proceed with case distinction on frame F : 
depending on the structure of F , the evaluation of F [e] should take n + k steps (e.g. for F = � + e2, n = 1, while for 
F = v1 + �, n = 2, etc.) to reach the configuration in the premise (〈F :: K , e〉 ⇓k). �

The next theorem is the opposite of the previous one, allowing a context frame to be pushed to the stack.

Theorem 5.3 (Add frame). For all closed frames F , closed expressions e, and all frame stacks K , if 〈K , F [e]〉 ⇓ then 〈F :: K , e〉 ⇓.

Proof. This proof is basically the reverse of the previous one. Again, we do case distinction on F , and then we inspect the 
premise 〈K , F [e]〉 ⇓ and investigate how this derivation could have been done. After taking some steps (e.g. for F = � + e2, 
one step is enough, while for F = v1 + �, two steps are needed, etc.) we reach the configuration with some k number 
〈F :: K , e〉 ⇓k we need to prove to terminate. �

We highlight two more theorems that relate the termination relation with the semantics. The first theorem states that if 
a configuration can be reduced to a terminating one, then the former terminates too, and the steps add up.

Corollary 5.4. For all frame stacks K1, K2 , expressions e1, e2 , and step counters n1, n2 , if 〈K1, e1〉 −→n1 〈K2, e2〉 and 〈K2, e2〉 ⇓n2 , 
then 〈K1, e1〉 ⇓n1+n2 .

Proof. This theorem is a consequence of the fact that termination can be expressed in the semantics too (Theorem 5.1). 
Next, transitivity (Theorem 3.2) can be used to chain the obtained reduction sequence with the one in the premise. �

The next theorem states that if there is a terminating configuration that can be reduced in some steps, then the result 
configuration is also terminating.

Theorem 5.5. For all frame stacks K1, K2 , expressions e1, e2 , and step counters n1, n2 , if 〈K1, e1〉 ⇓n1 and 〈K1, e1〉 −→n2 〈K2, e2〉, 
then 〈K2, e2〉 ⇓n1−n2 .

Note that determinism (Theorem 3.1) is crucial for this theorem, but for the sake of brevity, we omit the proof and refer to 
the formalisation [32] for details.

5.2. The logical relation

The majority of related work on program equivalence proposes logical relations, amongst others, for arguing about stan-
dard contextual equivalence. At first we followed the techniques of Pitts [8] and adapted his “logical simulation relation”. 
Unfortunately, their mathematical definitions cannot be directly formalised in Coq for this untyped language as the state-
ments they use are not well-founded without type-indexing and therefore do not pass Coq’s positivity checker. Neither could 
we adapt the techniques of Culpepper and Cobb [25], because they also use types to base their relations on. Therefore, we 
decided to adopt the idea of step-indexed relations [9,29].

First, we define these logical relations for closed values, expressions and frame stacks. For better readability, we omit 
the assumptions of closedness from the definitions. We use the same notations as Wand et al. [9]. We invite the reader to 
observe how the value relation addresses the previously seen issue of function expression equivalence by relating the body 
expressions.

Definition 5.3 (Logical relations for closed expressions, values and frame stacks). We describe the mutually dependent definitions 
of the logical relations. First, we define the logical relation for expressions. We denote the set of related expressions with 
En , where n is a step counter.
12
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Two expressions are related at index n if: whenever the first one terminates in at most n steps in some frame stack K1

the second one terminates in any stack related to K1.

(e1, e2) ∈En
def= (∀m ≤ n, K1, K2 : (K1, K2) ∈Km =⇒ 〈K1, e1〉 ⇓m =⇒ 〈K2, e2〉 ⇓)

We denote the set of related frame stacks Kn , where n is a step counter. The following definition is similar to the previous 
one. Two stacks are related at index n if: whenever the first one terminates in at most n steps with a value v1 the second 
one terminates in a configuration with any value related to v1.

(K1, K2) ∈ Kn
def= (∀m ≤ n, v1, v2 : (v1, v2) ∈ Vm =⇒ 〈K1, v1〉 ⇓m =⇒ 〈K2, v2〉 ⇓)

Finally, we define the concept of related values (the set of these value pairs is denoted by Vn , where n is a step counter). 
This relation defines the base cases of the mutual definitions. Two atoms or integers are related when they are equal. Two 
empty lists are always related, while non-empty value lists are related when their subvalues are related. Two functions are 
related, if their bodies substituted with pairwise-related actual parameters are related expressions.

(i1, i2) ∈ Vn
def= i1 = i2

(a1,a2) ∈ Vn
def= a1 = a2

([],[]) ∈ Vn
def= true

([v1|v2]
v ,[v ′

1|v ′
2]

v) ∈ Vn
def= (v1, v ′

1) ∈ Vn ∧ (v2, v ′
2) ∈ Vn

(fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e,fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e′) ∈ Vn
def=

(∀m < n : ∀v1, v ′
1, . . . , vk, v ′

k : (v1, v ′
1) ∈ Vm ∧ · · · ∧ (vk, v ′

k) ∈ Vm =⇒
(e[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e, x1 �→ v1, . . . , xk �→ vk],
e′[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e′, x1 �→ v ′

1, . . . , xk �→ v ′
k]) ∈Em)

To ensure the well-foundedness of these relations, we used the step-index, which is decreased in V for functions (m < n, 
while in the other relations we use m ≤ n). For list values on the other hand, we did not decrease this index, we only 
used structural recursion. Alternatively, the step-index can be reduced in this case too, but then the mechanism of pattern 
matching needs to be formalised in a step-indexed way too.

Just like in the work of Wand et al. [9], these relations with higher indices can differentiate more expressions, values and 
stacks, i.e. V0 ⊇ V1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Vn−1 ⊇ Vn (also for En and Kn), i.e. these relations have this monotonicity property defined 
based on the step counter. For example, E0 contains every expression, except the non-equal values that are not functions, 
because only values can terminate in 0 steps in empty stacks. The above relations can be generalised to open expressions 
(or values) with closing substitutions (i.e. all free variables of the expression replaced by closed values).

Definition 5.4 (Logical relations with closing substitutions). First, we define the notion of related, closing substitutions. We 
denote their set with G�

n , where n is the usual step counter, and � is the set of free variables that are substituted with 
closed values by the substitutions.

(σ1,σ2) ∈G�
n

def= � �sub σ1 � ∅ ∧ � �sub σ2 � ∅ ∧ (∀x ∈ � : (σ1(x),σ2(x)) ∈ Vn)

With the concept of related closing substitutions, we can define the logical relations for open expressions (supposing that 
they have the same scope �).

(v1, v2) ∈ V� def= � �val v1 ∧ � �val v2 ∧ (∀n,σ1,σ2 : (σ1,σ2) ∈G�
n =⇒ (v1[σ1], v2[σ2]) ∈ Vn)

(e1, e2) ∈E� def= � �exp e1 ∧ � �exp e2 ∧ (∀n,σ1,σ2 : (σ1,σ2) ∈G�
n =⇒ (e1[σ1], e2[σ2]) ∈En)

After having these relations defined, we proceeded to prove their two most important properties [9,25,29]: the compati-
bility rules which are forms of congruence and the “fundamental property” (a form of reflexivity). In our formalisation, we 
state and prove a number of lemmas that support the proof of the main theorems (we refer to the implementation [32] for 
more details).

Theorem 5.6 (Compatibility of expressions and values). The logical relations satisfy each of the following implications:
13
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(v, v ′) ∈V�

(v, v ′) ∈E�

x ∈ �

(x, x) ∈V�

f /k ∈ �

( f /k, f /k) ∈V� (a,a) ∈V� (i, i) ∈V� ([],[]) ∈V�

(v1, v ′
1) ∈V� (v2, v ′

2) ∈V�

([v1|v2]v ,[v ′
1|v ′

2]
v) ∈V�

(e1, e′
1) ∈E� (e2, e′

2) ∈E�

([e1|e2],[e′
1|e′

2]) ∈E�

(e1, e2) ∈E�∪{ f /k,x1,...,xk}

(fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e,fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e2) ∈V�

(e1, e′
1) ∈E� (e2, e′

2) ∈E�∪{x}

(let x = e1 in e2,let x = e′
1 in e′

2) ∈E�

(e, e′) ∈E� (e1, e′
1) ∈E� · · · (ek, e′

k) ∈E�

(apply e(e1, . . . , ek),apply e′(e′
1, . . . , e′

k)) ∈E�

(e, e′) ∈E� (e1, e′
1) ∈E� · · · (ek, e′

k) ∈E�

(call e(e1, . . . , ek),call e′(e′
1, . . . , e′

k)) ∈E�

(e, e′) ∈E�∪{ f /k} (b,b′) ∈E�∪{ f /k,x1,...,xk}

(rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → b in e,rec f /k = fun(x1, . . . , xk) → b′ in e′) ∈E�

(e1, e′
1) ∈E� (e2, e′

2) ∈E�∪vars(p) (e3, e′
3) ∈E�

(case e1 of p then e2 else e3,case e′
1 of p then e′

2 else e′
3) ∈E�

Proof. The compatibility rules for the non-recursive language constructs follow from the definitions. For recursive functions, 
induction was needed by the step-index. For the other cases, we give a representative proof outline with the compatibility 
proof of expression lists:

1. Give proof for closed expressions, then the compatibility with the closing substitutions is just a consequence of it.
2. From the premise 〈K , [e1|e2]〉 ⇓m (for any m ≤ n), we can deduce 〈[e1|�] :: K , e2〉 ⇓m−1 from the definition of the 

termination. For the other derivation, we have (K , K ′) ∈Kn . To get 〈K ′, [e′
1|e′

2]〉 ⇓ it is sufficient to prove 〈[e1|�] ::
K ′, e′

2〉 ⇓. Now, we apply the premise (e1, e′
1) ∈ En , to conclude this subproof, but we still need to show that the two 

frame stacks are in relation.
3. To prove ([e1|�] :: K , [e′

1|�] :: K ′) ∈ Km , we need to prove that for any k ≤ m, (v2, v ′
2) ∈ Vm : 〈[e1|�] :: K , v2〉 ⇓k

implies 〈[e′
1|�] :: K ′, v ′

2〉 ⇓. By definition, we can transform both the premise and the conclusion (just like above): 
〈[�|v2] :: K , e1〉 ⇓k−1 implies 〈[�|v ′

2] :: K ′, e′
2〉 ⇓, which can be proven by (e2, e′

2) ∈ En , since k − 1 < k ≤ m ≤ n. 
However, this step introduces another premise of the new frame stacks to be in relation.

4. To prove ([�|v2] :: K , [�|v ′
2] :: K ′) ∈ Km , we have to go through the same steps as before. We need to prove 

that j ≤ k, (v1, v ′
1) ∈ Vk : 〈[�|v2] :: K , v1〉 ⇓ j implies 〈[�|v ′

2] :: K ′, v ′
1〉 ⇓. Once again, we apply the definition of 

the termination to get 〈K , [v1|v2]v〉 ⇓ j−1 implies 〈K ′, [v ′
1|v ′

2]
v〉 ⇓. This goal can be solved by the original as-

sumption of (K , K ′) ∈ Kn , since j − 1 < n and K is monotone. However, to use this assumption, we have to prove 
that ([v1|v2]v , [v ′

1|v ′
2]

v) ∈ V j−1. According to the definition of V j−1, it is sufficient to prove that (v1, v ′
1) ∈ V j−1

and (v2, v ′
2) ∈ V j−1 which can be solved by the monotonicity property and the assumptions created during the proof 

(namely (v2, v ′
2) ∈Vm in step 3, and (v1, v ′

1) ∈Vk in step 4).

For the complete proof we refer to the formalisation [32]. �
The fundamental property (a form of reflexivity) of the logical relations is a consequence of Theorem 5.6.

Theorem 5.7 (Fundamental property). For all scopes � the following properties hold:

• For all expressions e, if � �exp e then (e, e) ∈E�;
• For all values v, if � �val v then (v, v) ∈V�;
• For all closing substitutions σ , if � �sub σ � ∅ then for all step counters n, (σ , σ) ∈G�

n holds.

Proof. We carry out induction on e (and v resp.). Then for all cases, we can just use the corresponding compatibility rule 
from Theorem 5.6, moreover, the premises of these rules are satisfied either by the scoping premises or the induction 
hypotheses.

The fundamental property of G�
n follows from the fundamental property of V� . �

All in all, logical relations proved to be useful for proofs, since these definitions do not require reasoning about the same 
frame stacks and substitutions, but related pairs, which enables more flexibility in the proofs. However, this advantage turns 
into a disadvantage while proving concrete expressions equivalent.
14
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5.3. CIU equivalence

Alongside proving the properties of the logical relations, we have also formalised CIU (“closed instances of uses”) preorder 
and equivalence relations [22].

Definition 5.5 (CIU preorder). Two expressions are CIU equivalent if they both terminate or diverge when placed in arbitrary 
reduction contexts.

e1 ≤ciu e2
def= ∅ �exp e1 ∧ ∅ �exp e2 ∧ (∀K : K is closed ∧ 〈K , e1〉 ⇓ =⇒ 〈K , e2〉 ⇓)

e1 ≡ciu e2
def= e1 ≤ciu e2 ∧ e2 ≤ciu e1

We extend these concepts to open expressions with closing substitutions.

e1 ≤�
ciu e2

def= � �exp e1 ∧ � �exp e2 ∧ ∀σ : � �sub σ � ∅ =⇒ e1[σ ] ≤ciu e2[σ ]
e1 ≡�

ciu e2
def= e1 ≤�

ciu e2 ∧ e2 ≤�
ciu e1

Proving expressions CIU equivalent is usually simpler than proving them contextually equivalent, since contextual equiv-
alence potentially requires induction on the contexts [40]. In addition, a proof of two expressions being CIU equivalent 
requires to reason about only one frame stack and one substitution, in contrast to logical relation which requires related 
pairs of frame stacks and substitutions [9]. To maintain these related pair of expressions and frame stack would require 
additional care. On the other hand, for the same reason, logical relations can be more flexible while proving properties 
about the relations.

After defining the CIU preorder, we also proved its correspondence with the logical relations (see [32]):

Theorem 5.8 (CIU coincides with the logical relations). For all expressions e1, e2 , and scopes �, e1 ≤�
ciu e2 if and only if (e1, e2) ∈E� .

Proof. We follow the techniques of Wand et al. [9] in this proof.
⇒: We prove (e1, e2) ∈E� and e2 ≤�

ciu e3 implies (e1, e3) ∈E� , which is a trivial consequence of the definitions. There-
after, we prove our goal by using (e1, e1) ∈ E� as the first premise of this helper statement by the fundamental property 
(Theorem 5.7).

⇐: The closing substitution required by the CIU preorder is denoted by σ . We specialize Definition 5.4 of E� with 
σ1 = σ2 = σ , and by the fundamental property (Theorem 5.7), (σ , σ) ∈ G�

n . Thereafter, we just use Definition 5.4 of En to 
finish the proof. �
5.4. Example simple equivalences

We also proved a number of simple programs to be CIU equivalent. We show the proof sketch of the last one, but omit 
the others and refer to the formalisation [32]. The first equivalence is special, because it will be used in the proofs for the 
equality of the equivalence relations. In the examples we suppose that all meta-variables are implicitly quantified, but omit 
this detail for readability.

Example 5.9 (Beta reduction 1).

� ∪ {x} �exp e ∧ � �val v =⇒ e[x �→ v] ≡�
ciu let x = v in e

The next example is a generalised version of the beta-reduction. We note that in this case, from the application we 
cannot reach the substituted expression in one reduction step, but in k + 2, because all sub-values are evaluated in one step.

Example 5.10 (Beta reduction 2).

� �val fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e ∧ � �val v1 ∧ · · · ∧ � �val vk =⇒
e[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e, x1 �→ v1, . . . , xk �→ vk] ≡�

ciu apply (fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e)(v1, . . . , vk)

Corollary 5.11 (Expressions are equivalent to their values). For all closed expressions e, and values v, if 〈ε, e〉 −→∗ v, then e ≡ciu v.

Proof. This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 3.3, and the fact that termination can be expressed in the semantics too 
(Theorem 5.1). �
15
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Finally, we prove that the expressions in Fig. 2a and 2b are equivalent for particular parameters. We omit the function 
definitions here for readability, but they are shown in the figures mentioned before.

Example 5.12 (Fold-map equivalence). For all closed values vl, v f , supposing that vl is a proper list and v f computes a meta-level 
function f (for these definitions, we refer to Section 3.5.2), we can prove that

rec ’map’/2 = ... in apply ’map’/2(v f , vl) ≡ciu

rec ’foldr’/3 = ... in apply ’foldr’/3(fun(X, A) -> [apply v f (X) | A], [], vl)

Proof. A general way to prove such equivalences is to prove that both expressions evaluate to the same value v . We refer 
to Lemma 3.4 for the evaluation of ’foldr’, and to the formalisation for the evaluation of ’map’. Next, we can use 
Corollary 5.11 to establish that both expressions are equivalent to v . Finally, the CIU preorder relations are also reflexive and 
transitive (we refer to Theorem 5.14 in the next section, and note that the contextual preorder is transitive by definition). �
5.5. Revisiting contextual preorder and equivalence

We describe a refined contextual equivalence relation based on the definitions by Wand et al. [9] and Gordon et al. [23].

Definition 5.6 (Contextual preorder). We define the contextual preorder to be the largest family of relations R� that satisfy 
the following properties:

• Adequacy: (e1, e2) ∈ R∅ =⇒ 〈ε, e1〉 ⇓ =⇒ 〈ε, e2〉 ⇓
• Reflexivity: (e, e) ∈ R�

• Transitivity: (e1, e2) ∈ R� ∧ (e2, e3) ∈ R� =⇒ (e1, e3) ∈ R�

• Compatibility: R� satisfies the compatibility rules for every expression from Theorem 5.6.

We also adjusted our previous notion of contextual preorder and equivalence. In this case the context “closes” the 
potentially open expressions.

Definition 5.7 (Syntax-based contextual preorder and equivalence).

e1 ≤�
ctx e2

def= � �exp e1 ∧ � �exp e2 ∧ (∀(C : Context) : ∅ �exp C[e1] ∧ ∅ �exp C[e2] =⇒ 〈ε, C[e1]〉 ⇓ =⇒ 〈ε, C[e2]〉 ⇓)

e1 ≡�
ctx e2

def= e1 F e2 ∧ e2 ≤�
ctx e1

Next, we proved that ≤�
ctx (from Definition 5.7) satisfies the criteria of being a contextual preorder.

Theorem 5.13 (Syntax-based contextual preorder is a contextual preorder). The relation ≤�
ctx satisfies the criteria of Definition 5.6.

After defining the contextual preorder properly, we could prove the equality between ≤�
ciu and ≤�

ctx , stated in Theo-
rem 5.14 and in Theorem 5.16.

Theorem 5.14 (CIU is a contextual preorder). For all expressions e1, e2 , and scopes �, if e1 ≤�
ciu e2 , then e1 ≤�

ctx e2 .

Proof. This theorem is just a consequence of the compatibility of the logical relations (Theorem 5.6), which coincide with 
CIU (Theorem 5.8). Only the proof of transitivity requires simple reasoning in first-order logic. �

Next, we prepare a lemma for the theorem that states that contextual equivalence implies CIU equivalence. This theorem 
states that contextually equivalent, open expressions can be closed step-by-step and we still obtain contextually equivalent 
expressions.

Lemma 5.15 (Contextual equivalence is closed under substitution). For all expressions e1, e2 , values v, names x, and scopes �, if 
e1 ≤�∪{x}

ctx e2 and � �val v, then e1[x �→ v] ≤�
ctx e2[x �→ v].

Proof. This lemma is a consequence of Example 5.9 with the expressions let x = v in e1 and let x = v in e2, transitiv-
ity, and the fact that CIU equivalence implies contextual equivalence (Theorem 5.14). �
Theorem 5.16 (CIU is the greatest contextual preorder). For all expressions e1, e2 , and scopes �, if e1 ≤�

ctx e2 , then e1 ≤� e2 .
ciu
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Proof. We follow the idea of Wand et al. [9]. We carry out induction by the size of �.

• If � = ∅, both e1 and e2 are closed expressions, that is, we need to prove e1 ≤ciu e2: for any closed frame stack K , 
〈K , e1〉 ⇓ =⇒ 〈K , e2〉 ⇓. We do induction by the structure of K .
– If K = ε, then we just use the fact of adequacy of e1 ≤∅

ctx e2 with the empty context to prove 〈ε, e1〉 ⇓ =⇒ 〈ε, e2〉 ⇓.
– If K = F :: K ′ , then we apply Theorem 5.2 to the hypothesis, while Theorem 5.3 to the goal to be able to apply the 

induction hypothesis. Now only remains F [e1] ≤∅
ctx F [e2] to prove. After separating cases by the structure of F , we 

can apply the compatibility properties of ≤∅
ctx to finish the proof.

• If � = �′ ∪ {x}, we need to prove that for every �′ ∪ {x} �sub σ � ∅, e1[σ ] ≤ciu e2[σ ]. We can also assume that x /∈ �′ . We 
can divide σ into two parts: e1[x �→ σ(x)][σ \ {x}]. Now we can apply the induction hypothesis, and the only remaining 
goal is e1[x �→ σ(x)] ≤ctx e2[x �→ σ(x)] which is proven by Lemma 5.15. �

Putting Theorem 5.14 and Theorem 5.16 together, we prove the coincidence of the CIU and contextual equivalence.

Theorem 5.17 (CIU theorem). For all expressions e1, e2 , and scopes �, e1 ≤�
ciu e2 if and only if e1 ≤�

ctx e2 .

5.6. Revisiting behavioural equivalence

While defining the logical relations, CIU, and contextual equivalence we used only a termination criterion. But why is 
termination sufficient for the results of the evaluation to be equivalent? What would it mean for two expressions or values 
to be equivalent? We can take the definition of naive behavioural equivalence, and improve it so that it does not distinguish 
different function values. For this purpose, we define the equivalence of functions in an application-indexed way, that is 
equivalent functions should evaluate to the same values after the same number (n) of applications, over a limit.

Definition 5.8 (Behavioural preorder).

e1 ≤R e2
def= ∀v1, K : K is closed =⇒ 〈K , e1〉 −→∗ v1 =⇒ ∃v2 : 〈K , e2〉 −→∗ v2 ∧ (v1, v2) ∈ R

v1 ≤val
0 v2

def= true

a1 ≤val
(1+n′) a2

def= a1 = a2

i1 ≤val
(1+n′) i2

def= i1 = i2

[]≤val
(1+n′) []

def= true

[v1|v2]
v ≤val

(1+n′) [v ′
1|v ′

2]
v def= v1 ≤val

n′ v ′
1 ∧ v2 ≤val

n′ v ′
2

fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e1 ≤val
(1+n′) fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e2

def=
(∀v1, . . . , vk : ∅ �val v1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∅ �val vk =⇒

e1[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e1, x1 �→ v1, . . . , xk �→ vk] ≤≤val
n′

e2[ f /k �→ fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e2, x1 �→ v1, . . . , xk �→ vk])
We say that two values v1, v2 behave the same way (v1 ≤val v2, note that this is only a preorder relation), when 

∀n : v1 ≤val
n v2. Two expressions are equivalent (e1 ≈ e2), if e1 ≤≤val

e2 ∧ e2 ≤≤val
e1.

Next, we prove that behavioural equivalence coincides with CIU equivalence.

Theorem 5.18 (Behavioural equivalence coincides with CIU). For all closed expressions e1, e2 , e1 ≈ e2 if and only if e1 ≡ciu e2 .

Proof. ⇒: Since termination can be expressed with the semantics (Theorem 5.1), this direction is just a simple consequence 
of the definitions.

⇐: Since we have 〈K , e1〉 −→∗ v1 for some v1 value, we can show that 〈K , e2〉 −→∗ v2 for some v2 by e1 ≡ciu e2 and 
Theorem 5.1. We only need to prove that ∀n : v1 ≤val

n v2.
We carry out induction on n. The case n = 0 is true by definition. For the case n = 1 + n′ , we show the induction 

hypothesis:

∀K , v1, v2 : 〈K , e1〉 −→∗ v1 =⇒ 〈K , e2〉 −→∗ v2 =⇒ v1 ≤val
n′ v2

Now we do case distinction on v1 and v2. If both values were empty lists, equal atoms, or integers, then they are equivalent 
by definition.
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Inequivalent values If the structure of v1 and v2 differ (e.g. v1 is an integer, v2 is a function, etc.), or if they are dif-
ferent atoms or integers, we construct a contradiction from the hypothesis e1 ≡ciu e2. If v1 is not a function value, we 
can use the following idea: if e1 ≡ciu e2, then 〈K ′, e1〉 ⇓ implies 〈K ′, e2〉 ⇓ for any closed K ′ . We choose K ′ = K ++
[case � of pv1 then 0 else �], where � denotes the diverging expression apply (fun f/0() → apply f/0())(), and 
pv1 is the pattern that has the same structure as v1, thus v1 will match it, while v2 will not. We note that because Theo-
rems 3.3, 5.4, 5.5 the evaluation of e1 to v1 in K ′ consumes K from the stack (similarly for e2 and v2).

Since v1 and v2 were constructed differently, and 〈K ′, e1〉 ⇓ holds (for the K ′ above), therefore, 〈K ′, e2〉 ⇓ should also 
hold (because e1 ≡ciu e2), however this is a divergent configuration, because the pattern matching fails, and � does not 
terminate, so we got a contradiction.

If v1 is a function value, while v2 is not, we can use the same idea for the other part of e1 ≡ciu e2, i.e. 〈K ′, e2〉 ⇓ implies 
〈K ′, e1〉 ⇓ with v2.

Functions If v1 = fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → b1 and v2 = fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → b2, for readability, first we introduce two 
notations fun1

def= fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → b1 and fun2
def= fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → b2, and later redefine v1 and v2.

We need to prove that the bodies of these functions behave the same way when substituting their parameters to equal 
values. That is, in any closed frame stack K2, for any closed values v1, . . . vk, v , 〈K2, b1[ f /k �→ fun1, x1 �→ v1, . . . xk �→
vk]〉 −→∗ v implies ∃v ′ : 〈K2, b2[ f /k �→ fun2, x1 �→ v1, . . . xk �→ vk]〉 −→∗ v ′ and v ≤val

n′ v ′ .
Now we connect the hypotheses, since 〈K , e1〉 −→∗ fun1 and 〈K2, b1[ f /k �→ fun1, x1 �→ v1, . . . xk �→ vk]〉 −→∗ v through 

Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.2 to obtain: 〈K++ [apply �(v1, . . . , vk)] ++K2, e1〉 −→∗ v .
By e1 ≡ciu e2, we also prove that for some v ′ , 〈K++ [apply �(v1, . . . , vk)] ++K2, e2〉 −→∗ v ′ . From this hypothesis, 

after taking some reduction steps (by 〈K , e2〉 −→∗ fun2 and Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.2), we can prove 〈K2, b2[ f /k �→
fun2, x1 �→ v1, . . . xk �→ vk]〉 −→∗ v ′ . We only need to prove that v ≤val

n′ v ′ , which is done by applying the induction hypothe-
sis, moreover, its premises (〈K ++[apply �(v1, . . . , vk)] ++ K2, e1〉 −→∗ v and 〈K++ [apply �(v1, . . . , vk)] ++K2, e2〉 −→∗
v ′) have already been proved.

Lists If v1 = [v11|v12]v and v2 = [v21|v22]v , then we need to show that v11 ≤val
n′ v21 and v12 ≤val

n′ v22. We can do that 
by applying the induction hypothesis twice, but there are still some evaluations to show (note that we have 〈K , e1〉 −→∗
[v11|v21]v and 〈K , e2〉 −→∗ [v12|v22]v ):

• We can show 〈K ′, e1〉 −→∗ v11 implies 〈K ′, e2〉 −→∗ v12 for K ′ = K ++ [case � of [X|Y] then X else 0] (which 
selects the head of the list).

• We can show 〈K ′, e1〉 −→∗ v21 implies 〈K ′, e2〉 −→∗ v22 for K ′ = K ++ [case � of [X|Y] then Y else 0] (which 
selects the tail of the list). �

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we described our idea of verifying compound refactorings via decomposition to local transformations. To 
reason about their correctness, we need a suitable program equivalence definition. Initially we investigated and formalised 
simple behavioural equivalence [7] in Coq, but this turned out not to be expressive enough since it characterised equivalence 
as structural rather than semantic.

To solve this issue, in this paper we formalised contextual, CIU preorder and equivalence together with logical rela-
tions [8,9,25,29]. We discussed that logical relations are suitable for proving properties, CIU equivalence is best used for 
concrete expression equivalence proofs, while the verification of refactorings can be based on contextual equivalence and 
its congruence property. With these equivalences, we are able to prove non structurally-equivalent functions equivalent 
when they have the same behaviour, and we also proved the equivalence of two higher-order functions. Moreover, we 
also presented a proof that reasoning about termination is sufficient to characterise equivalence by giving a formal defini-
tion of behavioural equivalence which is also proved to coincide with the other definitions. Our definitions and results are 
formalised in the Coq [32] proof assistant.

Future work Currently, we are working on the extension of the semantics with the formalisation of concurrent features 
of (Core) Erlang, for example asynchronous message passing, process creation and termination, process supervision. We 
are also extending the semantics with other sequential concepts (e.g. tuples, exceptions, sequential side effects) too, based 
on our previous work [5,34]. In our earlier ad hoc equivalence definitions we used complete and weak equivalence of the 
results, where complete equivalence required the same side effects to resolve in the same order during evaluation, while 
weak equivalence allowed this order to be different for the two expression evaluation. It is therefore a future goal for us to 
investigate such “weaker” definitions of equivalences too.

In the medium and longer term, we plan to formalise Erlang in full in Coq. Our longer-term goals also include the 
investigation of bisimulation relations for program equivalence, covering inter alia formalised concurrent language features.
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Appendix A. Scoping

Based on scoping (Section 3.4), a number of theorems can be proven about substitution; we highlight here the important 
ones on which either our equivalence results depend, or they are fundamental properties that should hold for substitution 
and scoping. The omitted ones are technical lemmas mainly parametrised by induction hypotheses to enable arguing about 
lists of expressions and values, while others prove the scope of some concrete substitutions. For the proofs and the omitted 
lemmas we refer to the formalisation [32].

In some theorems, we needed to prove the same (or similar) properties for both expressions and values due to mutual 
induction. For instance, when proving a general statement on function values, the induction hypothesis requires the state-
ment to hold on the body expression of the function. Here, we only provide proof sketches, and refer to the complete proof 
in the formalisation [32].

The first theorem states that an updated substitution maps a larger set of names to values in the same scope.

Theorem A.1 (Scoping of extended substitutions). For all expressions v, substitutions σ , scopes �, �, if � �val v and � �sub σ � �, 
then for all names x /∈ �, � ∪ {x} �sub σ {x �→ v} ��.

Next, we show that a scope of an expression (or value) can be extended, thus a scope can contain any names that are 
not free in the expression (or value).

Theorem A.2 (Scope extension (weakening)). For all expressions e, scopes �, �, if � �exp e then � ∪� �exp e. The same property holds 
for the value judgement.

Thereafter, we show a theorem about the scopes of substitutions. If we restrict a substitution (i.e. remove bindings from 
it), then the removed names will appear in the scope of this new substitution, since they become mapped to themselves.

Theorem A.3 (Scoping of restricted substitutions). For all substitutions σ , scopes �, �, if � �sub σ �� then for all names x1, . . . , xk, 
(� ∪ {x1, . . . , xk}) �sub (σ \ {x1, . . . , xk}) � (� ∪ {x1, . . . , xk}).

Now we define the set of names that are not modified by a substitution, i.e. these are mapped to themselves.

Definition A.1 (Substitution identities). We say that a substitution σ preserves a scope, if for all names x ∈ �, σ(x) = x.

In a restricted substitution, any names that are removed from the substitution will be mapped to themselves, i.e. they 
are preserved by the restricted substitution.

Theorem A.4 (Restriction of substitution identities). For all substitutions σ , scopes �, if σ preserves �, then for all names x1, . . . , xk, 
preserves(� ∪ {x1, . . . , xk}, σ \ {x1, . . . , xk}).

If we apply a preserving substitution to an expression, which has the same scope as the preserved names, the substitu-
tion does not modify the expression.

Theorem A.5 (Preserving substitution is identity). For all expressions e, substitutions σ , scopes �, if σ preserves �, and � �exp e, then 
e[σ ] = e. The same property holds for values too.
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With the help of the previous lemma, we can show that closed expressions are not modified by any substitutions, since 
every substitution preserves the empty set of names.

Corollary A.6 (Closed expressions are not modified by substitutions). For all expressions e, substitutions σ , if ∅ �exp e, then e[σ ] = e. 
The same property holds for values too.

Scoping of values (and expressions) can be combined with the scoping of substitutions: applying a scoped substitution 
on a scoped value (or expression) keeps it scoped, and conversely, a substituted value (or expression) can be shown to be 
scoped without the substitution.

Theorem A.7 (Substitution preserves scoping). For all expressions e, substitutions σ , scopes �, �, if � �exp e and � �sub σ ��, then 
� �exp e[σ ]. The same property holds for values too.

Theorem A.8 (Substitution implies scoping). For all expressions e, scopes �, �, if for all substitutions σ , � �sub σ �� implies � �exp

e[σ ], then � �exp e. The same property holds for values too.

Appendix B. Supplementary material for Section 3.5

In this section, we provide the proofs for two properties of the frame stack semantics. First, we show the proof of 
determinism.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We only give the sketch of the proof here. We proceed with case distinction on the two reductions. If 
different reduction rules were used, then we can find a contradiction between their premises. If the same rules were used, 
then the result configurations are the same. �

Next we show the proof that extending the frame stack does not affect the evaluation.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. We carry out induction on the length of the derivation (n).

• For n = 0, from 〈K1, e1〉 −→0 〈K2, e2〉 we acquire K1 = K2 and e1 = e2, from which the conclusion follows by the 
definition of −→0.

• For n = 1 + n′ , we inspect the possible derivations of 〈K1, e1〉 −→1+n′ 〈K2, e2〉, and just take the same step in the 
conclusion together with the induction hypothesis (if necessary). �

Appendix C. Supplementary material for Section 5.4

In this section, we show theorems and proofs of program equivalence. The first proof is about Example 5.9.

Proof of Example 5.9. Since we prove an equivalence, it means two preorders. We also need to prove a number of closed-
ness properties, which can be done by the hypotheses and the lemmas in Section 3.3, we leave these to the reader.

• First, we need to prove the following: for any closed frame stack K and closing substitution σ (i.e. � �sub σ � ∅), 
〈K , e[x �→ v][σ ]〉 ⇓ implies 〈K , let x = v[σ ] in e[σ ]〉 ⇓. Let us assume that 〈K , e[x �→ v][σ ]〉 ⇓k for a step-index k. 
We can show that 〈K , let x = v[σ ] in e[σ ]〉 ⇓2+k by definition. If we make these two steps, we get 〈K , e[σ \ x][x �→
v[σ ]]〉 ⇓k , and by the properties of capture-avoiding substitution, e[σ \ x][x �→ v[σ ]] = e[x �→ v][σ ] (we refer to the 
formalisation for more details [32]).

• Next, we need to prove the following: for any closed frame stack K and closing substitution σ (i.e. � �sub σ � ∅), 
〈K , let x = v[σ ] in e[σ ]〉 ⇓ implies 〈K , e[x �→ v][σ ]〉 ⇓. Now we inspect the premise 〈K , let x = v[σ ] in e[σ ]〉 ⇓, 
and conclude that by definition 〈K , e[σ \ x][x �→ v[σ ]]〉 ⇓k should hold for some k. This k is suitable for the derivation 
in the goal (〈K , e[x �→ v][σ ]〉 ⇓k), which is identical to this premise when we use the previous thought about the 
equality of the substitutions e[σ \ x][x �→ v[σ ]] = e[x �→ v][σ ]. �

Next, we also show another version of beta-reduction, when we suppose that the formal parameters are not used in the 
function’s body.

Example C.1.

∅ �val v1 ∧ . . .∅ �val vk ∧ � �exp e ∧ x1, . . . , xk /∈ � =⇒ e ≡� apply (fun f /k(x1, . . . , xk) → e)(v1, . . . , vk)
ciu
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The following equivalence (the commutativity of addition) is also special to us: in our current language (which is a 
simplified variant of sequential Core Erlang) it holds, but with side effects and exceptions added, other preconditions will 
be needed to prove it.

Example C.2 (Commutativity of addition).

� �exp e1 ∧ � �exp e2 =⇒ call ’+’(e1, e2) ≡�
ciu call ’+’(e2, e1)
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